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ABSTRACT-;

The language of politics often divides cur world into
two groups:

those who share our Values, and those who

supposedly oppose them.

language qhoices;

This dichotomy is exhibited in our

we tend to glorify ourselves and our good

actions, exculpate our bad actions, vilify those who are
opposed to us, and denigrate anything good on their side.

The rhetorical processes of euphemism and dysphemism help us
depict the world the way we want it to be seen by our
audiences.

Ex-President Ronald Reagan was a master of the use of

dichotomous language.

His dichotomies were most clearly

present in his descriptions of U.S.-Soviet relations and the

American and the Soviet military.

In his rhetoric, Reagan

exaggerated the threat caused by the Soviet military buildup
to justify the fact that the ;United States was taking part

in the arms race as well.

The military buildup oh the

American side was exculjpated while the Soviet military
buildup was vilified.

With the change of the Soviet leadership in 1985,
Reagan's dichotomous thinking was challenged, and towards

the end of Reagan-s presidency a slight change in his
rhetoric can be noticed:

he started to acknowledge a good

side to the Soviet Union; howeyer, there was often a
tendency to denigrate the observed good.

111

New areas;of

dichotomies arose, and vilification flourished till the end

of his presidency.
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INTRODUCTION

Political rhetoric is Often a rhetoric of prejudice.
It is full of dichotomieis; it tends to divide people into us

and thexfi.

This is an ancient tradition—political speakers,

it seems, have always felt the heed to depict the world as
black and white.

The purpose of this paper is to illustrate how language
can be used for the purpose of dividing the world in two.

I

will take as an example an American political figure from
the 1980's, Ronald Reagan, who, I will Claim, is

representative of the old traditibh of seeing the world

divided into a virtuous us, and an evil them—in Reagan's
case good Americans and bad Soviets.
In this thesis. the concept Reaaan^s language refers t-n

everything spoken by him, despite the fact that his speeches

were often written by speechwriters.^

I understand Reaaan's

language not in the narrow sense, i.e. the idiolect of one

American, but rather as the language of all that he stood
for:

conservative American thinking of the 1980's.
My data are drawn from the White House publication the

Weeklv Compilation of Presidential Documents volumes 17

On the importance of advisers, see e.g. Tulis 184-186;
and Perry. For articles about the process of writing
certain of Reagan's speeches/ see e.^, Barnes; Kondracke;
and Shapiro. Stengel has written of Reagan: "His writers
supply^the substance; he adds the homespun parables. His
attention to speeches reflects his own perception of the
job; on many issues he sees himself less as originator of
policy than as thhchief marketer of it" (34).

(1981), 18 (1982) and 23 (1987).
Reagan said in public:

My data include everything

addresses, remarks on different

occasions, news conferences, formal question-and-answer

sessions, as well as informal exchanqes with reporters.
However, this is not a study of spoken language per se,

since the speeches were written beforehand and carefully
rehearsed.

My deGision to include only his spoken words,

and exclude letters and, written documents which were to be

filed in government archives, is based on the fact that it

was his spoken words which were made public, and which were

mainly responsible for formulating the political atmosphere
of the 1980'S.

TheSe were t^

words that "made America

.great- again-"^'
I begin by considerihg Reagan's Speeches from tbe early
years of his presidency (1981 and 1982), concentrating on
the areas of the arms race and U.S.-Soviet relations, in

which areas dichotomous language was frequently employed by

the former President.

My purpose is to show how Reagan Used

language to divide the world in two, into "This BleSsOd
Land" and "The Evil Empire."

I concentrate on the

Sti'uctUring of his messages and his lexical choices to

reveal the linguistic means he used to impose this dichotomy
on his audience, and I identify three processes at work in
his rhetoric:

glorificatibn, exculpation and vilification.

I then examine Reagan's speeches from his secohd

presidential term (the yeair 1987) in an attempt to deteritiine

if there were any changes iri his rhetoric, e.g. if his
speeches became less dichotoinous, and more aware of
complexities.

Dichotomous political rhetoric is a simple-minded way
of viewing a complex World.

In Reagan's case, the cl^^ihge in

the leadership of the Soviet Union in 1985 posed a major

challenge to his rhetorical style; he had either to change
it or deny the changes in the world around him.

arises the deeper question in this study:

From this

what happens to

dichotomous rhetoric when it is confronted with a change in
the world, a change in the reality that it is supposedly
depicting?

1.

THE DICHOTOMOUS NATURE OF POLITICAL LANGUAGE

"It is plain .... that w6 can
prove people to be friends or

enemies; if they are not, we
can make them out to be so

Aristotle

I believe that a world exists outside language which
can be made to appear different according to how it is
described, just as a picture looks difCerent depending on
the angle from which you are looking at it.

We are

constantly creating for ourselves pictures of reality, but
because everybody's reality looks different depending on the
angle from which it is being looked at, we will never be

able to know whose reality is the true and objective one.
Language is an important tool to persuade others to see

"reality" from our point of view.

Language is powerful and

it is often used for biased purposes.

Representing matters

objectively or neutrally reguires a special effort, and our
feelings, attitudes and intentions color our lexical choices
to a greater or lesser extent.

heutral?

69)^

Besides, what would be

Neutral from whose point of view?

(Bolinger 68

.y
To achieve their various goals, politicians throughout

time haye exploited the possibilities offered by language.
In the world of politics there often exists the need to make

isee Wittgenstein 15-17.

^On the power of language, see also: Bennett; Hart;
Lasswell.

oneself and one's own actions appear good, and the
complementary need to make one's opponents and their deeds

appear bad.

Rank proposes a more subtle^ four-point

categorization of the purposes of political language:

to

make one's own good actions seem even better

("glorification?')> to make one's own bad actions seem better

than they in reality are ("exculpation"), to make the
opponents' bad actions sbem even worse ("vilification"), and

finally, to make the opponents' good actions seem

unimportant ("denigration") (21-27).

In the following

analysis it will be seen how glorification was used by
Ronald Reagan in his references to the United States,

exculpation in his references to the U.S. military buildup,
arms and soldiers, and vilification in his references to the

Soviet Union and their military buildup.

It is interesting

that, although three of Rank's categories fit neatly with
Reagan's dichotomous rhetoric, it is hard to find examples
of genuine denigration, the downplaying of the opponents'
positive sides or actions^ at least in the speeches of his
first presidential term.

This is probably because at that

time Reagan avoided speaking about the Soviets' possible

good sides altogether, and thus denigration was unnecessary.
Various linguistic tricks are used to glorify,

exculpate, vilify, and denigrate by political speakers.

As

a cover term for all these processes we might use Leech's

term "associative engineering" (53 ff.) This is the
phenomenon whereby careful consideration is given to the

choice of words in order to create the right kinds of

associations in the minds of the audience:

good

associations in the case of glorification (as when calling

America "a land of freedom"), non-negative associations in
the case of exculpation ("tools" instead of weapons), and
negative associations in the case of vilification (as when
calling Soviet weapons "instruments of destruction").
Dichotomous political language can also be described as

euphemizing and dysphemizing the objects or deeds to which

it is referring (Bolinger 119).

Euphemism is "good-naming"

or giving nice-sounding names to things which usually create
negative associations.

Euphemism is used in reference to

traditionally taboo subjects such as death, sex and bodily
parts and functions, and many discussions on euphemism also

include such areas as war and the military.^

It is true

that the linguistic process of euphemism cannot be
restricted to certain areas, since if the purpose of the

speaker is to hide the negative connotations a word has, he
is euphemizing, no matter what the subject matter.
Dysphemism is often defined as the opposite of

^For discussions of euphemism, see e.g. Jespersen 227
ff.; Leinfellner; Stern 330 ff.; Ullmann 205 ff.

For

euphemisms about war and the military, see Barber 255;
Bolinger 118; Boxmeyer 37; Brook 73; and Gerber 176.

euphemism.'^

It is the process of building negative

associations, "badnaming."

Both euphemism and dysphemism

are essential parts of dichotomous rhetoric.

In glorification and exculpation euphemism is often at
work because creating positive associations is the goal in

both processes.

In vilification dysphemism, the creation of

bad associations, is present.
The dichotomous nature of political language has long
been realized; however, "goodnaming" has received much more
attention than "badnaming."

Aristotle's description,

especially of forensic oratory and ceremonial oratory of
display, characterizes a dichotomy between attacking vs.

defending, and praising vs. sensuring (32).

Aristotle gives

a detailed description of praising (62-63), but does not go

into detail when defining blaming.
negative definition:

In fact, he gives a

"No special treatment of censure and

vituperation is needed.

Knowing the above facts [about

praising] we know their contraries; and it is out of these
that speeches of censure are made" (63).

Many of the later

writings on political rhetoric concentrate on its
euphemizing aspect as well.

'^The Oxford English Dictionary defines dysphemism as
the "substitution of an unpleasant or derogatory word or
expression for a pleasant or inoffensive one; also, a word
or expression so used; opp. euphemism." For a description,
see also Hov/ard 117.

Goodhaming and euphemism can take many different forms,
but all involve bending the yiewpoint so that the piece of

reality in question appears as favorable as possible.

In

its extreme form, this ffiindbending may appiroach lying (Swift
426).

The forms that the building of positive associations
can take are, for example, metaphors, meaningless words,
words of Latin origin, or "sheer cloudy vagueness" (Orwell

130-136), the use of certain key words, such as freedom and
democracy (Lasswell 13), a high level of abstraction and

elision of unpleasant words (Wagner 23).

Especially in the

area of international politics, the emotive content of words
is often exploited to blur reality and make the world seem
black and white.

When attitudes are manipulated in this

manner, there is a danger that we might actually begin to
view the world not as a complex whole but as split into two

halves, between which no compromise is possible.

Words can

indeed hurt, especially in today's international politics
where the life of all humanity is in the hands of a few

According to yet another terminological distinction.

^For disc^

about the relationship between

language and reality, and the dangers of biased rhetoric,
see e.g. Orwell 136-137; Adams 45; Brown 313-315; Fairlie
19; Rank 1-2; and Wander 333-340.
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"purr words" and "snarl words"^ divide our world in two:
open, free and democratic versus closed, enslaved and

communist in Western terms (Postman 18), and similar
mindbending is in progress ort the other

American

foreign policy is supported by what Wander calls "prophetic

dualisra," a doctrine according to which the world is vrbwed

as consisting of two camps:

"One side acts in accprd with

all that is good, decent, and at one with God's will.
other side acts in direct opposition" (342).

The

This is an

ideology designed for coping with a "Communist menace"
(343).

There is no doubt that President Reagan was a

devoted foliower of this doctrine.

His speeches followed

the old American speech tradition of the "paranoid style,"

^These are terms used e.g. by Hayakawa (56) and
McDonald (102). Philbrick (335) uses the terms "favorable"
vs. "unfavorable" words, and Sproule (186) talks about "god
terms" (for example America, allies and "devil terms"
(fascist. communist).

^There is no doubt that bad- and goodnaming are used
with high frequency in soviet political speeches as well
(May 129)i There have been many studies of Soviet political

language, for example Yakobsbn and LaSsWell's article
covering the long period of hardboiled political
manipulation in Soviet Russia between 1918-1942. Zemtsov
has written a book-length study about Soviet political
language; he notes that oh the one hand it is full of
euphemistic glorification, and on the other hand
dysphemistic aggressiveness (10-11). Skorov has written
about "Reaganomics" and about the "unprecedented increase of
armaments" during Reagan's administration (22-24), and
Talbott describes some dysphemisms used by the Soviets about
the United States (24-25). Luckham notes the rhetoric of
disarmament from the Spcialistic countries' point of view,
where the West is depicted as a warmonger (46).

descrit>ed by Hofstadt^r.

According to Hofstadter, right-

wing thinking is often based on "paranoid" assumptions:
there has been a conspiracy "to undermine free capitalism,
to bring the economy under direction of the federal

goyerhment, and to paye the way for socialism or communism"
(25).

Reagfan's rhetoric also has features in common with

the style of Senator GoIdWater:

communists are seen as the

ultimate enemy who must be exterminated ideologically, as

well as politically (Hofstadter 128).

Reagan's speeches on

foreign relations and military buildup were loaded with

diGhotomies of this nature.

He exploited language in order

to make people friends or enemies.®

®For other discussions of Reagan's rhetoric, see e.g.
Erickson; Stuckey 1989; and Stuckey 1990.

In her analysis

of Reagan's early speeches, Stuckey (1989) argues that

Reagan's entire world view is dictated by the basic
dichotomy "Totalitarianism vs. Freedom" (7 ff.) The world
is divided simplistically into "heroes and villains"
(Stuckey 1990, 4), "the good guys and the bad guys" (92),
"us" and "them" (53), "devil figures" (57) and "God figures"
(73).

,
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2.

IT'S A WORLD THAT WE SHARE, BUT ALAS, IT'S BLACK AND
WHITE:

REAGAN^S DICHOTOMIES

In this section of my pager I Want to take the reader

with me to delve into Reagah's dichotbKiies.

His dichotoiaous

thinking is by no means restricted to foreign policy issues.
His thinking was often divided in domestic issues as well:

himself versus Speaker O'Neill, Republicans versus
Democrats, and generaily, himself versus those opposing him.
Here, however, I will restrict myself to Reagan's foreign

policy, and focus on two large aspects of it, where his
juiciest dichotomies proliferated:

relations, and the military.

American-Soviet

I will use Rank's four part

division (glorification, vilification, exculpation, and

denigration)^ to analyze Reagan's language in these areas,
which will be thematically subdivided,

THE MAKING OF GOOD GUYS AND BAD GUYS;

IN REAGAN'S EYES : :^ I.'

THE TWO SUPERPOWERS

'

The glorification of one's own country is an integral
and natural part of the speeches of politicians.

One of

Reagan's goals was to Vroake America great again" in the eyes

pf both the American people and th® whole world.

Reagan

relied oh the old values which traditibnally have been

associated with America:

freedom and religion, and used

these in order to build up the pride of the American people

^See p. 5 above.
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and to make America appeaif righteous arid virtuous in the
eyes of the world.

To justify the military buildup that was going on,

Reagan needed a reason, and this reason was the alleged

threat posed by the Soviet Unioh-^ While Reagan glorified
America on the one hand, on the other hand, he vilified the

Soviet Union with menacing terms, and with his words divided
the world in two.

REAGAN^S VISION OF AMERICA

Appealing to people's inherent patriotism is an old

persuasive trick.

Most of Reagan's public speeches were

directed to an American audience.

He gave a radio address

to the nation every week, and in these messages he
frequently exercised the positive emotions of the American

people towards their own country.

He did this effectiveiy

and spared no words on it, and it was worth the trouble
because Reagah/ to realize his plans, needed the support of

the American peoplei
Americans:

His patriotism was a way of flattering

America is the best; you are Americans, so you

are the best.

To Americans it must have Sounded all right;

the rest of the world most certainly took it as "typical
American boasting."

2por a discuSsipn of "the New Cold War" and superpower
propaganda, see Chomsky 208 ff.
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America. America

surprisingly, Reagan rarely refers to America as the

United States,

This is a neutral name of a country, and

evidently not loaded with enough positive emotional

associations.

When Speaking to an American audience, he

tends most frequently to use the word nation:

(1> a. this Nation (112/17^, 530/17, 564/17,
668/17, 735/17, 771/17, 819/17,
925/17, 1003/17, 1048/17,
1133/17)

b.

the Nation (722/17, 1005/17, 1006/17,
163/18)

c.

this great Nation (941/17)

d.

the great Nation (1110/17)

e.

our Nation (545/17, 817/17, 1039/17,
1042/17, 1139/17, 93/18)

f.

our great Nation (93/18, 155/18)

g.

this Nation of ours (892/17)

h.

this great Nation of ours (47/18, 92/18)

i.

a nation under God (4/17)

Glorification is at work here.

The word nation is a term

referring to an entity, definite and separate from other

^The references after the examples are to the issues of
the Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents.

This

particular reference 112/17 is to the volume 17 (year 1981),
page 112.
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countries.^

Unlike the neutral United States^ it creates

associations of togetherness, shared background and mutual
goals.

When it is connected with the proximal demonstrative

pronoun this—as opposed to the distal that—(a, c, g, h),
the possessive our (e, f), or a combination of both (h), the

positive connotations are further reinforced.

The adjective

great explicitly states the President's strategy
(c, d, f, h), but even with the definite article alone the

word nation seems to carry emotional overtones (b).
Another appellation for the United States is the word

land, which exhibits a semantic extension from "soil" to "a

political unit, including territory and all people on it."
An association with "The Holy Land" may have been intended:
(2) a.

this land (3/17, 564/17, 676/17)

b.

this wonderful land (1233/17)

c.

this blessed land (3/17, 1319/17, 115/18)

d.

our blessed land (160/18)

e.

our own land (1006/17)

f.

this land of ours (518/17, 1009/17)

g.

a caring, loving land (92/18)

^The Oxford English Dictionary defines the word nation
as an "extensive aggregate of persons, so closely associated
with each other by common descent, language, or history, as
to form a distinct race or people, usually organized as a
separate political state and occupying a definite
territory." (My underlinings)
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This land of ours ("This land is your land, this land is my
land..."), is wonderful (b), blessed (c), and our own (d,
e, f).

These short phrases are full of emotion, and the use

of the first person plural possessive persuades the audience
to strongly identify itself with the speaker.

Both possess

a common heritage and thus, by cunning inference, a common
goal as well.

If we compare the phrases "a foreign land" and "a

foreign country," we can notice that the former phrase has
exotic and even romantic associations, while the latter is
neutral, or even slightly negative, in its associations.
The word country is also sometimes used by the ex-President.

Since it is more neutral, freer of emotion, than nation and
land, the word country seems to need some "emotional
support" around it (3), unlike the word nation. which itself

is more emotional and can stand with only a definite article
(cf. lb above):

(3) this country (641/17, 674/17, 668/17
our country (1015/17)
our free country (681/17)

The words this, our and free add the needed emotional touch

to this word.

It is interesting that a function word, this,

seems to be able to carry emotional meaning.

The

connotatively empty pair of function words this and that, in
addition to denoting deixis, is able in certain contexts to

15

carry the eitiotional conndtation of this being close to us

and thus dear, and that being far away and less agreeable.
Despite the political vagueness of the word America,

which officially means the whole Western Hemisphere, this
word is often used to replace the more impersonal United

States.

Besides being ethnocentric, as though The United

States were the only "America" that counts, America is a
more abstract term than the United states^ and vague and
abstract terms often have the capacity to upgrade;^

(4) America is such a special country (1139/17)
America ... has got its eyes and its heart on
you (1257/17) strong and prosperous America
(2/17) an America that is strong and free
(533/17) a healthy and a strong America
(1059/17) America is not a second-best society
(681/17)

Reagan personifies America:

it is special, strong,

prosperous, free, and healthv.

Who would not be proud of

living in such a paradise?
In one particular speech Reagan uses all the

appellations which in examples 1-4 function as heads of noun
phrases to refer to the United States:

(5) ...an America^ that is strong and free
this much-loved country. this once and future
land, this bright and hopeful nation whose
generous spirit and great ideals the world still

^See e.g. Stern's discussion of vague and general terms
for more precise examples of the tendency to euphemize
(330-332).

^All underlinings in the examples from here on are
mine.
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honors.

(533/17)

America - count.ry - land - nation; while on the one hand

this is an example of elegant variation, a cohesive strategy
to avoid repetition, the emotive content also accumulates
with each new added phrase.

With the highly favorable

adjectives strong;, free, much-loved. bright. hopeful,
generous, and great, the positive emotive load of these few
phrases becomes enormous.

Note that Reagan also expresses

an assumption that the whole world honors American ideals

and loves America.

This assumption is manifested elsewhere:

(6) ...a society that ... is still the envy of the
world and the last, best hope of mankind.
(1178/18)

In addition to highly favorable, emotional adjectives,
Reagan also likes to use them in superlative forms:
(7) ... a nation that would become the greatest the
world has ever seen. (1284/17)

... the freest and the greatest society that man
has ever known (891/17)
the freest land on Earth (1173/18)

this last and greatest bastion of freedom (2/17)
And once again, we felt the surge of pride that
comes from knowing that we're the first and
we're the best—and we are so because we're

free. (539/17)

In all the above cases positive superlative qualities are
attached to America.

Sometimes Reagan, however, does show

some "modesty":

(8) America is not a second-best society.
(681/17)

17

The Phrase not a second-*t)est: f8 V is an example of a type of

litotes, a denial of the opposite, which is here used to
avoid the perhaps too dbvious boasting tone of the phrase
"America is the best society."

However, the litotes not a

second-best drives the same messages home.

The best society

would make the same claim directly but, being so frequently
used by advertisers and politicians, the word best has lost
some of its glory, and has become somewhat flat and

meaningless.

The advantage of not a second-best is that it

makes the audience think about what is being said because it

is not stated directly.
Not only America but also American people receive their

share of glorification;
(9) a.

We^re still the most productive people in
the world, living in a nation with a
potential that staggers the imagination.
(111/17)

b.

I would match the American Worker against
any in the world. (941/17)

c.

Today's living Americans have fought harder,
paid a higher price for freedom, and done
more to advance the dignity of man than any
people who ever lived. (681/17, 690/17)

In example (a) the American people are ascribed a
superlative quality, the truth of which might be difficult

to prove.

Example (b) is fair-sounding flattery.

Example

(c) is a strong assertion which can only be understood as
flattery directed to the American public.

The statement

consists of vague favorable words and exaggerated

18

generalizations.

What does, for example> "paying a higher

price for freedom" mean?

Reagan is saying this of "today's

Americans" who have never experienced a war on their

territory during their lifetime.

Or did Reagan mean this in

the very literal sense of today's Americans having to pay

(i.e. taxes) for the defense system of their country, which

is a high price indeed?
Certain values are frequently attached to America, and

the most commonly mentioned of these are freedom and
religion.

These Values have a long tradition in American

thinking, going back to the Declaration of Independence-

In

his rhetoric, Reagan builds strongly on this old tradition.

Freedom

The words free and freedom are often mentioned as being
among the most frequently employed abstractions in political

speaking,/ and Reagan lives up to this generalization.

The

following phrases refer to America:
(10) a.
b.

a trustee of freedom and peace (90/18)
this last and greatest bastion of freedom
■(2/17), , ;-■■■

These are both strong metaphors, depicting America as
something trustworthy and capable of handling matters (a)

^Weldon mentions the words liberty and freedom as words
"used mainly to arouse emotion," and he questions "what it
means to say that a person is free ... 'Free from what?'"
(69-70).
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or, as a stronghold defending people's freedom from attacks

from outside (b).

The metaphor in example (b) is of

military origin, implying the defensive, non-aggressiye

nature of the United States' military might.®
The word freedom itself is rich with emotion, and

Reagan liked to reinforce its affective quality by

introducing it with highly emotional diction, and describing
it with favorable adjectives in superlative form:

(11) At Cancun we will promote a revolutionary idea
born more than 200 years ago, carried to our

shores in the hearts of millions of immigrants
and refugees, and defended by all who risked
their lives so that you and I and our children
could still believe in a brighter tomorrow.
It's called freedom, and it works. It's still
the most exciting, progressive. and successful

idea the world has ever known. (1143/17)
The phrase vou and I and our children is important here

because, by including the hearers, it makes this a personal
message to them.

Freedom is the prerequisite to a brighter

tomorrow.

Being free is given as the cause of other good things:
(12) ... we're happy and proud because we're free
... (721/17)

And once again, we felt the surge of pride that
comes from knowing that we're the first and
we're the best—and we are so because we're

free. (539/17)

®Hook has written an interesting article about the
"metaphoric legitimization" of Japan's military buildup:
Japan is a "hedgehog," "a small, defensive creature" and its
military buildup is referred to as "house insurance"
(94-97).
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Freed6in--whatever Reagan understddd by it (possibly

capitalisin, minimal government control over people's lives,
and on the other hand rainimal gbvernmeht protection from

life's misfoftiiries)-'-was evidently placed at the top in
Reagan's hierarchy of values»

(13) a.

The most precious gift we have is our

political ffeedpm--the legacy left us by

Virginians like Jefferson, Madison, and
Patrick Henry. (1194/17)

b.

... the unique form of government that
allows us the freedom to choose our own

destiny ..V (690/17)
Example (13 b) contains the assumptions that people can

choose their destinies, and that being allowed to do so is
freedom.

The same assumptions are present in the following

example:

(14) ... we can leave [our children] liberty in a
land whore every individual has the opportunity
to be whatever God intended us to be. (98/17)
If God intended some people to be, say, poor, the

government can wash its hands.

This leads us to the issue

of religion in Reagan's speeches.

Religion

Religion is often closely tied with politics, and since
the birth of the nation, religion has been regarded as a

traditional American value.

In Reagan's family religious

values were appreciated, and the Christian church played an
important part in his early life (Wills 16-17).
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Hofstadter

writfes that "asbetic Protestantism remains a significant

undercurrent in contemporary America" (79), and Reagan

follows this tradition;^ at least that is how he chose to
market himself.

Religion and freedom are readily linked together:
(15) ... I believe God intended for us to be free.
i4/m
man is born with certain God-given rights.

V'(1172/17

C

Associations with "The Pledge of Allegiance" are
,eVoked:/'^ .
(16) a nation under God (4/17)

According to Reagan, God was behind the birth of
America:

(17) There must have been a Divine plan that
brought to this blessed land people from every
corner of the Earth ... (1235/17)

... there is a plan, somehow a divine plan for
all of us.

(115/18)

... this blessed land was set apart in a very
special way, a country created by men and women
who came here not in search of gold, but in
search of God. (115/18)

For glorification purposes, Reagan reserves God for the
Americans.

^For Reagan's attachment to old American values, see
e.g. Dallek (4-8).
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The Free World

The governments whose prinGiples Reagan agrees with
alSo receive their share 6f glorification.

All non-

communist countries form "the free world" (659/17, 754/17),

and Reagan makes this explicit--£ree means Western (18 a)/

and implies that the Western Hemisphere consists and should
consist only of freedom-lovina people (18 b)r

(18) a.

b.

in the Western Worlds in the free world

Freedom-loving people in this hemisphere
>(462/18); ;■

It is noteworthy that freedom-lovina people

systematicalTy mieans people living in countries whose
economic systems favor free enterprise.

Freedom in thait

sense is the concept that ties all of those countries
together with the Unites States:
(19) Mr. President, you're a man, and Venezuelans

are a people, whose love of life and of freedom
are something with which the people of the
United States can identify. You and your
country stand for those values and those

principles that reflect the best of mankind.
(1271/17)

■

In this example, glorifying abstractions (love, life,
freedom, etc.) are frequent, and a superlative (the best of

mankind) is also used.

In other examples, Australia is "a

force of peace" (708/17), Spain "a beacon of hope"

(1124/17), and West Germany stands on "the cliff of
freedom:"
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(20) The Federal Republic is perched on the cliff of
freedom that overlooks Soviet dependents to the
East. While the dominated peoples in these

lands cannot enjoy your liberties, they can
look at your example and hope. (546/17)
Soviet dependents and the dominated peoples bint at the

direction of the other half of dichotomous language, which I
shall discuss next.

HOW WF. CAN MAKE THE EVIL LOOK EVEN WORSE

"It is noble to avenge one
self on one's enemies and

not to come to terms with

them; for requital is just,
and the just is noble; and
not to surrender is a sign
of courage."
Aristotle

Dichotomous language does not mean only glorification,
intensifying one's own good.

In order for language to be

dichotomous we also need the opposite process of

vilification, intensifying the other's bad properties and

actions.

Reagan's rhetoric in reference to the Soviet Union

was notoriously harsh.

His "Evil Empire" speech in 1983

received a lot of attention, but even before that the

appellations he used when talking about the Soviet Union are
systematically dysphemistic:
(21) a.

an evil force (567/17)

b.

totalitarian forces (696/17)

c.

hateful forces (1212/17)

d.

the forces of oppression (81/18)
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e.

the fiotces of tyranny (1406/17)

f.

the forces of aggression, lawlessness, and
tyranny (949/17)

g.

tyrants (500/17)

h.

aggressors (152/18)

i.

the enemies of freedom (4/17, 890/17)

j.

a country which denies freedom to its

k.

foe of freedom (199/17)

1.

foe (734/17)

m.

potential adversaries (4/17, 734/17,
309/18)

n.

our adversaries (181/18, 182/18)

o.

our adversaries, such as the Soviet Union
■(61/181

All this '•snarl-talk" serves the purpose of vilifying the
Soviet Union.

At the time, Reagan was in the process of

building up the American military? enormous sums of dollars

were needed, and, without a legitimate purpose, without a
threat menacing "freedom" (i, j, k), the people and the

Congress of the United States would perhaps not have been
motivated to devote their money to the purpose of protecting
themselves.

The use of the word force/forces (a-f) connotes the

military and violence, and is also a metaphor for something
that is not under human control.
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The word evil (a), since

it appears frequently in the Bible/ carries religious and
moral connotations.

To be evil is worse than to be bad.

"The Russians" (1233/17, 1328/17) is Used aS a synonym
for "the Soviets" (196/17), which is a common practice/ but
incorrect because Russians represent only one Rationality

group in the Soviet Union. The use of the pre-revolutionary
Russian for the post-revolutibnary Soviet, and the replacing

of a whole with a part of it, might be seen as reflecting
disrespect towards the Soviet Union, a refusal to

acknowledge it as a sovereign country.

If it is not a way

of showing disrespect, one would expect a more precise use

of terminology from a President.

On the other hand, Lenin's

first name, according to Reagan, was Nikolai... (Quotations
25)

Reagan does not always overtly state that he is
referring to the Soviet Union, but it is clear from the
context.
above.

Sometimes he makes it explicit> as in (j) and (o)

In the following exchange with reporters he

repeatedly refers to the Soviet Union without explicitly
stating it;

(22) Reagan:

I want to sit down—and we already are

sitting down with them—to discuss legitimate
arms reductions.... Today thev are literally

starving their people of consumer products in
order to maintain this great military buildup.
We think they've been able to get away with

^®In one of his speeches Reagan cited Lenin: "There is
a line attributed to Nikolai Lenin:
leads through Mexico.'" (473/23)
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'The road to America

this because weive been unilaterally disarming
for the last feeybral years.

When they see that

we mean it ...

Question:

By "them," obviously you're talking

about the Russians.

Reagan:

Yes. (182/18)

This shows that he assumed that others followed his line of

thought and knew who "they" were, which T think was the

case,

"They" in certain negative contexts in Reagan's

speech unambiguously seems to refer to the Soviets, which
allows for the inference that the Soviets are the only or

the most important bad people that he talks about.
The Soviet Union, this "evil force," represents an

ideology which Reagan does not know Whether to call

socialism or communism (23 a), but it is an ideology which

would spread unless something was done; what need Would
there be to build up the military if this were not the case?
Communism was a spreading disease and Reagan devoted himself

to making the American people aware of it and afraid of it:
(23) a. ... they hold their determination that
their goal must be the promotion of world
revolution and a one-world Socialist or

Communist state, whichever word you want to

use.'i66/17)/'
b.

... they ... have openlv and publicly
declared that the only morality they

recognize is what will further their cause,
meaning they reserve unto themselves the
right to commit any crime. to lie. to
cheat. in order to attain that, and that is
moral, not immoral, and when you do
business with them ... vou keep that in
mind. (66 67/17)

c.

... the teachings of Marxist-Leninism
confirm what I said....what I spelled out
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was that they reGoanize as immoral only
those things which would delay or interfere
with the spread of socialism and that

otherwise, anything that furthers socialism
is moral.''

Now I didn't set out to talk harshly about

them. I just told the truth, and it's what
Harry Truman said it was once for some
people When they hear the truth. (1348/17)
In examples (23 b-c) the moral values of socialists are

questioned.

The use of the words only and any/anything make

the assertions hyperboles.

Still, Reagan claims he is just

tellihg the truth about the Soviets (23 c), and refers to
Truman, who was famous for his dichotomous anti-communist

rhetoric.

By characterizing socialism as "committing

crimes," "lying" and "cheating" (23 b), it is no wonder that
Reagan was able to create an atmosphere of cold war in just
a few months after becoming President.

What else did Reagan tell us about; socialism?

Among

other things, he reminds his listeners that the Soviets do
not have a God; socialism is their "religioh" (1419/17).

It

is "an ideology that smothers freedom and independence and
denies the existence of God" (108/18), or it is "an

illogical system, a system that has no trust, no belief or
faith in people" (737/17).

Sometimes Reagan only hints at

this nameless terror, referring to "certain economic

^^For an analysis of Truman's 1949 Inaugural Address,
see Smith 383-392.

Smith writes:

"Truman's inaugural

address gave 'our case' in the fight. No President since
has had the insight or the courage to change the terms"
(392)
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theories that use the rhetoric of class struggle to justify
injustice" (532/17).

If the above does not paint a dark enough picture of

socialism, Reagan vividly relates what secialism and its
advocates do;

they "preach the supreiaacy of the state"

(207/17), "suffocate" people "under [ah] oppressive whim,"
"[encourage] hatred and conflict" (108/18), "oppose the idea
of freedom, ... are intolerant of national independence, and
hostile to the European values of democracy and the rule of

law" (1379/17); they "preach revolution against tyranny, but
they intend to replace it with the tyranny of

totalitarianism" (1171/17), and they answer "the stirrings
of liberty with brute force, killings, mass arrests, and the
setting up of concentration camps" (1405/17).
All the above descriptions of the advocates of the

Soviet system create a frightening picture of them and the
ideology they represent.

Sometimes, however, Reagan changes

his strategy from painting horror pictures of the Soviet

Union, to trivializing and denigrating it.

The following

patronizing statements imply that we are so morally superior
that we can pity them:

(24) ... cliches ... a gaggle of bogus prophecies
and petty superstitions. (207/17)
.., a sad and rather bizarre chapter in human
history. (207/17)
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Reagan also talks about the Soviets as if they were
■little children': ■ v.

■

(25) j can't /vi siiiiply hope that the Soviets will
behave thei[iselYes //w (lS7/18)/
and soinetiiaes he reduces himself to the level of a child by

adopting a tone of "I-am-being-nice-and-you're-still-not

playing-^acCording-to-my-rules":
(26) Wei1> the real re
why they're not Coming
[to a summit meeting in Cancun, Mexico] is
they haive nothing to offer. In fact, we have

just one question for them:

Who's feeding

whom? (1139/17)

In one thing Reagan is; resolute and consistent:

the

spread of communism must be prevented:

(27) a.

b.

... we will stand together ... in our
opposition to the spread to our shores of
hostile totalitarian systems ... (1265/17)
... we must stand together for the

integrity of our hemisphere, for the

inviolability of its nations, for its
defense against imported terrorism. and for

the rights of all our citizens to be free
from the provocations triggered from
outside our sphere for malevolent purposes.

(282/17) '
c.

■

... we will not look the other way as
aggressors usurp the rights of independent
people or watch idly while they foment
revolutions to impose the rule of tyrants.
(152/18)

d.

... we will exjpress our quiet determination
to defend those institutions against any
threat. (754/17)

All these examples start with either "we will" or "we must."

Keeping the Western Hemisphere free from communism is
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especially importa

the tiireat poe^

cominiinism is again described M

by

vivid dyspheinisitts.

The

adjectives hostile. totalitarian (a) and malevoient; the
nouns terrorism, provocation (b), aaaressors^ revolutions.
tyrants rci and threat (d); and the verbs spread (like a

disease) (a), trigger (b), usurp, foment. and impose (c) are
all rich in negative connotation.

They work together to

vilify the Soviet Union and its "evil purposes."

THE BATTT.K BETWEEN GOOD AND EVIL

.v.;.>\.,the:'^forces of good
ultimately rally and .
triumph over evil." (207/17)
Ronald Reagan
No official war between the United States and the

Soviet Union was proclaimed, but there was a war of words
going on, creating a strong impression of a battle between

good and evil, which Reagan was cleverly able to fit into
the ancient frame wherein morality and religious values are

confronted by immorality and evil.

There is a deep

difference between the United States and the Soviet Union,

the one representing capitalism and the other socialism;
this is a political and economic opposition.

However,

Reagan "elevates" this opposition to an abstract level; to a
dichotomy of Right and Wrong;

(28) ... this isn't a question of East versus West,
of the U.S. versus the Soviet Union.
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It^s a qiiestion of freedbm versus compuislon^
of what works versus what doesn'^t work, of

sense versus hon-sense^

f1139/17V

Since the rational opposition of two different economic

systems had been eleyated to en opposition in spiritual
spheres, a battle between good and bad Spirits can be

inferred, a battle not without Biblical implications:
(29) a.

But, good men, with the help of God
cooperating with one another, can and will
prevail over evil. (851/17)

b.

Let the light of millions of candles in
American homes give notice that the light
of freedom is not going to be extinguished.
We are blessed with a freedom and abundance

denied to so many.... these blessings bring

with them a solid obligation, an obligation
to the God who guides us, an obligation to
the heritage of liberty and dignity handed

down to us by Our forefathers and an
obligation to the children of the world,
whose future will be shaped by the way we

live our lives -todayi (1407/17)
The metaphor of the light of freedom (29 b) and the danger

of it being extinguished imply that dark forces are
threatening to spread.

Three different types of obligations

are tied with the preserving of "the light of freedom:"

It

is the will of God, the will Of the forefathers, and it has
to be dOne because of "the children of the woirld."

It is

implied that dark forces are threatening the future of the

world's children, and in the following extract this threat
is explicitly stated:
(3Q

... the forces of aggression. lawlessness. and

tyranny intent on exploiting weakness.

They

seek to undo the work of generations of our
people, to put out a 1iaht that we've been
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peoplef to put out a light that we^ve been
tending ... (949/17)

One of the unwritten rules of dichotpmous rhetPric is

that ideas can be repeated over and pver again, if they are
dressed in a different form.

The idea in: example (30) is

the same as in (31 a-c), but the elements of the phrases are

different.

However, certain key terms, such as freedom,

threaten and destroy recur:

(31) a.

... the survival of our nations and the
peace of the world are threatened by forces
which are willing to exert any pressure,
test any will, and destroy any freedom.
(199/17)

b.

We live in a precarious world threatened by
totalitarian forces who seek to subvert and

destroy freedom.
c.

(969/17)

v.. a world where freedom and diembcracy are
cpnstantly challenged. (708/17)

Reagan also expresses his counter-threat to the Soviets
and their allies:

(32) No foe of freedom should doubt our resolve.
(199/17)
When action is called for, we^re taking

■

. /v/ ii. (81/18)
... America will not conduct 'business as

usual' with the forces of oppression.

If the

events in Poland continue to deteriorate,
further measures will follow. (81/18)

Toward those who would export terrorism and
subversion in the Caribbean and elsewhere,

especially Cuba and Libya, we will act with
firmness. f81/18)
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These are all threats;
will pUnish you.

if you do hot follow our rules, we

A parallei between playing children and

world politics is again evidentv

According to Reagan> the division between the United
States and the Soviet yhion did not arise until after the

Second World War.

Reagan gives a short account of how it

came into being.

In this speech/ generosity is opposed to

meanness of spirit:

(33) We set out to restore the war-ravaged lands of
our erstwhile enemies as well as our friends.

We prevented what could have been a retreat
into the Dark Ages.

Unfortunately another

great powei in the world was marching to a
different drumbeat, creating a society in which

everything that isn^t compulsory is prohibited.
The citizens of that society have little more
to say about their government than a prison
inmate has to say about the prison
administration. (562-563/17)

We are glorified because wg, are acting in accordance with
the Biblical expectation of helping even our enemies.

The

Soviet Union is vilified by being compared to a prison.

It

is true that there are rules, orders and prohibitions in

Soviet society—still, the use of everything in the phrase
evervthing that isn^t compulsory is prohibited is an obvious
hyperbole.,,,

In fairy tales the good always wins, and Reagan

promises that the good will aisp win this particular battle:
(34) The West won't contain communism, it will
transcend communism.

It won't bother to

dismiss or denounce it, it will dismiss it as
some bizarre chapter in human history whose
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last pages are even now being^^ ^ w

(532/17)

... freedom will eventually triumph over

tyranny.^.. Time will find them beaten. The
beacon of freedom shines here for all who will

see, inspiring free men and captives alike, and
no wall, no curtain, nor totalitarian state can
shut it 0Ut. (1171/17)

This side, however, cannot be emphasized too much;

otherwise, if people become too convinced that good will
win, there might not be enough incentive to continue the
arms ^face'.

DichotomouS pronouns

"... What we had to do—the

renewal of the American spirit.
And I used a number of times
the word 'we,' and I want to

emphasize that, because that's
the only way I know how to do
it.

We are a team.

We're

going to act as a team."
(30/17)
Ronald Reagan

Because pronouns are usually considered semantically

"empty," it is interesting to note that they also can be
used dichotomously.

The use of the deictic m and they does

not necessarily represent a dichotomy in thinking, since the
main distinction they express reflects proximity vs.

distance (self vs. other identification), but when used

freguently, they begin to etch a deeper and deeper line
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between those who are included on our side and those who are
excluded.

The following extract refers to possible arms
reductions:

(35) We're going to continue, at the same time 52®

are going to continue to urge them to sit down
with US in a program of realistic strategic
arms reduction.

But it will be the first time

that we have ever sat on our side of the table

and lot them know that there^s a new chip on
the tablei And that Chip is: There will be
legitimate arms reduction, verifiable airms
reduction, or they will be in an arms race

which they can't win. (923/17)
This card^game metaphor illustrates tb® two superppwere

involved in a game where chips are thrown on the t®bl® ®nd

which divides the parties, and where hO are determined to
win over them.
consequences:

Games, arms race included, also involve
if you do this, we do that.

In example (36) Reagan speaks about the philosophy of
socialism:

(36) ... that is their philosophy, it's their
religion. And as long as they adhere to that,
vjg're fools if we do not negotiate,
recognizing that they claim that right for
themselves. (1419/17)

The master of "divisive rhetoric" realizes the power of

words, and uses it deliberately as a political strategy.

The following extract presupposes that Reagan believes in
the power of language:

,

^2cf. stuckey 1990, 32 ff., 56.
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(37) Let us put art end to the divisive rhetoric of
'us versus them,' 'North versus South.

Instead, let us decide what all of us, both

developed an4
accomplish together^ (ld§4/17)
Sadly, Reagan was only talking ahohtto^

relations

inside the Americas, not East-^West relatidns.
Innocent pronouns themselves do not divide our world,

but the repitipus tisp pi us versus tli^ emphasizes the fact
that the wPrld has alirSady been divided.
There is another set of ptonouns which shows this
division on a more emotional level than us vs. them. which

basically indicate inclusion and exclusion, namely the pair
she-it. and their possessive forms her-its.

In the same way

that we refer to cats and dogs using either he/she or it,

depending on the degree of our personal affection for the

animal in question, we can also show our affection toward
countries by choosing between she/her and it/its;
(38) a.

America will be.

And this time she

will be for everyone. (702/17)
b.

America is better off today than she

was yesterday. (832/17)
c.

America now has an economic plan for her
future. (832/17)

d.

... America—her wav ... her people ...

her strength as a nation. (1001/17)
e.

America will honor her commitments to

Japan ... (503/17)

f.

But the dynamics of the Australian way of
life make her an even more powerful ally,
and the vitality of her people make her an
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even stronger friend. (712/17)
g.

We of the United States are aware of this
relentless pressure on the Federal Republic
and her citizens ... (546/17)

h.

But Israel will have our help.

She will

remain strong and secure, and her special
character of spirit, genius, and faith will
prevail.

(948/17)

The pronouns she/her are systematically used when referring
to the United States (a-e), and Reagan uses these pronouns

also when referring to his allies, to countries which he
considers to belong to us (f-h).

The pronoun it. is reserved

for the socialist countries, the Soviet Union (39 a-b), and
other Eastern block countries (39 c-d):

(39) a.

b.

The Soviet Union, through its threats and
pressures, deserves a major share of blame
for the developments in Poland. (1406/17)
The Soviet Union continues its

aggression ... (503/17)
c.

... the whole East-West problem, because

Poland didn't bring this on itself.
(1414/17)

d.

I urge the Polish government and its allies
... (1405/17)

The above discussion shows that even semantically "empty"

grammatical forms can be employed as tools for rhetorical
manipulation.
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THE QUESTION OF WAR AND PEACE
MILITARY BUILDUP

Defending the Defense;

The Good Arms Race

The glorification of the United States and the
vilification of the Soviet Union were evidently deemed

necessary to legitimize the U.S. military buildup.

Because

the arms race is generally considered a bad thing, Reagan

made use of exculpation and euphemism when talking about it.
At the same time, the opposite processes of denigration and

dysphemism were employed to make the arms race on the Soviet
side appear even more malevolent.

According to Reagan, the Soviet Union had weapons
because their goal was to aggressively expand their system
all over the world.

Reagan is concerned about "the

superiority of the Soviet forces" (923/17).

The Soviets are

far ahead in the race, this "decline of America's defenses"

(1131/17) was caused by the unwise politics of the previous
President:

(40) ... a strong national defense ... which had
been allowed to deteriorate dangerously in
previous years. (164/18)

We've let our defense spending fall behind and

our capability to defend ourselves against
foreign aggressors is not what it should be.
(368/17)

The designation foreign aggressors above implies a
threat to our national security.
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Sometimes Reagan merely

hints at this threat, suggesting tftat people have no way of

knowing how great the mehace in aotuality is;

(41) ^ . but now it's been confirmed that t^^
things that, in this job--there is information
that you have that probably youfre the only
person, plus a few immediately around you who
have;that inforination. i have to tell you that
I am as firm in my conviction that the very
safety of this NStion requires that we go
forwUrd with the defense spending program as
we've laid it out. (201/18)

This insinuation is a cunning strategy because if the

President says that he knows something that we do not know,

and he is basing his decisions on that information, there is
little that ordinary people can use to argue against it,

even if they are basically against military spending.

Reagan also insinuates that if people do not support his
military spending, they do not fully understand the
seriousness of what is going on and they are not fully
committed to liberty:

(42) ... liberty requires an understanding by
ordinary people of what is at stake.

The

survival of the whole way of life depends on
their commitment. (708/17)

Reagan also often refers to the threat posed by the

Soviet Union more openly, thus adding to the vilified,

dyspheiriistic picture of the Soviets, these "foreign
aggressors" (368/17) and "those who would seek to pull [this
Nation) dbwn*' (532/17). This is "a precarious period of
world history" (1137/17), and we live in a "dangerous world"
(680/17) where freedom is being threatened:
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(43) ... w«a

fronts

■ ■. ■-V .freedoittV-:,'(4:8/17-)-- - , :

with threats to our

... the liberty we enjoy has no guarantee.
(708/17') ■
And to allow .^. this imbalance to continue is
a threat to our national security

(371/17)

Reagan needs his high military budget to defend his

country "against aggression" (80/17), and deter "foreign
attacks" (1074/17), which "jeopardize ... our hopes for

peace and freedom" (1074/17).

The "superiority of the

Soviet forces" has opened a "window of vulnerability"

(923/17), a metaphor Reagan likes to use when referring to
the assumed gap between the military arsenals of the two
superpowers.

"The window of vulnerability" metaphor is parallel to

Japan's "house insurance" metaphor (see note on p. 19

above).

Catching up with the Soviets by spending enormous

sums on weapons is referred to as an innocent act of
"closing a window:"

(44) ... we're determined, that we are going to
close that window of vulnerabilitv that has
existed for some time with regard to our

defensive capability. (889/17)

Military buildup is "increases in defense spending"
(134/17), but usually it is referred to with more

euphemistic, exculpating phrases: it is protecting "our
security ... by a balanced and realistic defense program"

(134/17), "the prime responsibility of the National
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Government" (1292/17)> "essential to our national security"

(1067/17), and one of "the necessar^^
(371/17).

we must do"

It is "safeguarding our freedom" (273/17),

"meeting out respdnsibility to the free world" (566/17),
"making America once again strong enough to safeguard our

freedom" (986/17), and "protection for all that we hold
dear" (564/17).

Reagan appeals to his and the American

people's sense of duty to go on with the military buildup.
(45) It's my duty as President, and all of our
responsibility as citizens, to keep this
country strong enough to remain free. (371/17)

Building up the military requires not only will but
also money, lots of taxpayers' money.

However, these

"economic sacrifices" (46 a), according to Reagan, are

"relatively small" (46 b) and very worthwhile:

(46) a.

... we are — making economic sacrifices
for the sake of Western security. (772/18)

b.

... the relatively sball sacrifices to
preserve our freedom today and our
children's freedom tomorrow ... (371/18)

There is no denying that the increases in the United
States military buildup in the early 1980's were quite high,
and Reagan had to explain it to the people:
(47) a.

... I've asked for substantial increases in
our defense budget—substantial, but not
excessive. (237/18)

b.

But the truth is we're only spending about

6 percent—our military budget is only
about 6 percent of the gross national
product. (181/18)■
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■

c.

Though not small. the cost of our program

represents an iilstorically reasonable share
of pur resources ..* ([ 371/18)

Increases are "substantial but not excessivS" (a),

"reasonable" (c), and the debated budget constitutes

percent" of the gross natipnal product (b).

only 6

If, instead of

the percentage, Reagan had used the dollar amount, the

result would not have been as soothing.
here a euphemism.

Only 6 percent is

It is also interesting to notice that

Reagan changed his syntax in the middle of sentence (b).
His "false start" would inevitably have led to a collocation
he wanted to avoid:

mi1itary."

"spending about 6 percent on the

In (47 c) Reagan has used the litotes not small

in order to avoid saying that his military budget is "big."
The verbs which Reagan uses for building up the

American military might are systematically euphemistic,
verbs which create positive associations:
(48) a.
b.

... the commitment of the Congress to
improving America's defenses ... (937/18)
... this program will enable us to
modernize our strategic forces

(1075/17)

c.

... our planned program to strengthen the

hafeional defense.; (129^/17)
d.

^.. the basic program of upgrading and
building weapons systems that we need in
order to close the window of vulnerability
... (442/18)

e.

The search for peace must go on, but we
have a better chance of finding it if we
maintain our strength while we^re

V^:'[searb||ling./([564/17)^[y^'■:;/^
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Improving f a'> ^ modernizing rbV. strenathenina fcY / and

upgrading (dV carry positive associations of making
something qualitatively better.

Building (d) and

maintaining (e) are also free from negatiye^ associati^

and are good, working euphemisms which exculpate the busily

advancing military buildup from its possible negative
connotations.

Reagan also wanted to show that there was currently

something wrong with the United States military, and that

his budget was aimed at repairing it;

Halting the decline

(49 a) and rectifying imbalance (49 b) create associations
of positive, constructive activities, as also the phrases
remedying (49 cV or ending neglect (49 d);
(49) a.

b.

... I have repeatedly pledged to halt the
decline in Americans military strength ...
(1074/17)
,

We simply must rectify that imbalance.

We

will not cut defense spending ... (1005/17)
c.

We haVe proposed a defense program ...
which will remedy the neglect of the past
decade ... (1275/17)

d.

... I have directed that we end our long

neglect of strategic defenses. (1075/17)

Metaphors of erosion and starvation are eyoked with

reference to military weakness.

Fighting against erosion

and hunger is generally considered good and thus these
metaphors are likely to create the right kind of response:
(50) a.

We have proposed a defense program ...
which will ... restore the eroding balance
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on which our security depends. (1275/17)
b.

... we're trying to make up for a number

of years of starvation ... (659/18)

The prefix re- carries the meaning of making something
back into what it once was, in Reagan's terms, making
"America strong again" (1258/17).

Since the issue of

military buildup was discussed frequently during Reagan's
first term, Reagan and his speechwriters had to come up with
various ways of saying the same things over and over again.
Too much lexical repetition might lead the listeners to
think about what is actually meant by the words, and thus

could be dangerous.

It is surprising how many words with

the prefix re- alone the speechwriters were able to find, in
addition to all of the other circumlocutions used in
reference to the arms race:

(51) a.

We pledged to end disrespect for America
abroad and to rebuild our national defense

so as to make America respected again among
the nations. (734/17)

b.

the absolute necessity of redressing
the imbalance in our defensive standpoint.
(1033/17)

c.

... our defense program to refurbish our
defenses ... (1247/17)

d.

... restoring our margin of safety ...
(563/17)

e.

... I am announcing today a plan to
revitalize our strategic forces ...
(1074/17)

In (51 a) Reagan expresses his assumption that in order to
be respected, a country has to be militarily strong.
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If

respect means the same a^ the fear that Reagan's rhetoric

generated at least among many Europeans, he did achieve his
goal.

When possible, elision is used in order to avoid
mentioning a word which might create unwanted associations.
In (52 a) Reagan is answering a question about defense cuts,

and in (52 b) the context is again that of the military:
(52) a.

if it would be one that would not hurt
the program of building that we are going
forward with ... (1033/17)

' b.

We're going to cootinue, at the same time
we are going to continue to urge them to
sit down with us in a program of realistic
strategic arms reduction. (923/17)

Building and continuing what?

The objects of the verbs are

elided because they would have been Vpur military" and "the
arms race," or some Reaqanistic circumlocutioris for theses
If military buildup must be mentioned, Reagan almost

invariably connects it with the word peace.

participating

in the arms race is Reagan's strategy for "preserv[ing] the
peace" (53 a, d):

(53) a.

we're forced to try to catch up so that
we can preserve the peace ... (lb26/i7)

b.

Our strong defense is the foundation of
freedom, peace. and stability ... (276/17)

c.

... so we can maintain peace through

strength ... (688/18)
d.

It's morally important that we take steps
to protect America's safety and preserve
the peace. (157/18)
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e.

... our greatest goal must be peace. and I
also happen to believe that that will come
through our maintaining enough strength
that we can keep the peace. (636/17)

f.

We've laid the foundation for a long-range

buildup of pur Armed Forces, bringing us
nearer the day when Americans can once
again enjoy a margin of safety and peace
will be made more secure. (735/17)

g.

In our search for an everlasting peace, let
all of us resolve to remain s;o sure of bur

strength that the victory for mankind we
won here is never threatened. (1171/17)

h.

... it's my solemn duty to ensure America's
national security while vigorously pursuing
every path to peace. Toward this end. I
have repeatedly pledged to halt the decline
in America's military strength and restore
that margin of safety needed for ... the
maintenance of peace. (1074/17)

i.

... a plan that will meet our vital
security needs and strengthen our hopes for
peace. (1075/17)

j.

... I am announcing today a plan to
revitalize our strategic forces and
maintain America's ability to keep the
peace well into the next century. (1074/17)

Peace is the magic word that legitimizes military buildup.
These examples prove that Reagan was trying to create a
collocation mi1itary strength/peace. so that people would

automatically think about the desirable thing peace when

they heard the phrase American military strength.
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was a follower of the old Latin proverb:

Si vis pacem, para

bellum.

The arms race was going on at the same time as efforts
to negotiate arms control:

(54) ... our support ... to modernize long-range
theater nuclear forces and to pursue azrms

control efforts at the same time, in parallel.
(196/17)
While simultaneously increasing nuclear arsenals, Reagan

could seriously claim the following:

(55) ... we're opposed to the proliferation of
nuclear weapons and do everything in our power
to prevent it. (635/17)

Reagan depicts the Soviet Union as a threat to the
freedom of the Western World, and this necessitates arms

buildup on the United States' side.

On the other hand, he

claims that the Soviet Union is "just a facade of strength:"

(56) ... our civilized ideas, our traditions, our
values, are not—like the ideology and war
machine of totalitarian societies—iust a
facade of strength. (533/17)

If it is "just a facade," why fear it?

According to Reagan, the Soviet Union was far ahead in
the arms race, and Reagan's goal was balance.

However, he

talks about "the importance of American leadership in the

world" (1190/17) and also says the following:
(57) We pledged, in short, to reopen all those
roads to greatness that led America to

unrivaled freedom and unparalleled strength in

^^If you want peace, prepare for war.
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the world. (734/17)
Unrivaled and unparalleled imply that America was and will
be number one, and thus that Reagan actually wants to get
ahead in the arms race.

There is still one contradiction left, and I think this

is the most essential one.

Reagan spread fear of the Soviet

Union because they supposedly wanted to expand communism all
over the world.

The opposite of communism in Reagan's

vocabulary is freedom which, translated into less glorified
language, can be read capitalism.

And Reagan states:

(58) America was put here to extend freedom ...
(681/17)

This line of thinking should have provided justification for
the arms race on the Soviet side, as well.

The Evil Arms Race

While the United States was "modernizing," "restoring"
and "refurbishing" its "defenses," the Soviet Union was

simultaneously doing something quite different, judging from
Reagan's lexicon:

they were "engaged in the most massive

military buildup the world has ever seen" (1026/17), "the

most massive arms buildup in history" (503/18) or "the
greatest military buildup in the history of man" (874/17).

As in glorification (e.g. in example 7 above), superlatives
come in handy for vilification purposes as well.

While

Reagan, when talking about the United States, avoids the
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words military buildup or arms buildup/ he readily uses
these words when referring to the Soviet Union.

Example (52a) iilustrates the use of elision in
avoiding mention of a word with negative associations with
reference to the United States' military buildupi

Mfhen

referring to trie same activity as carried out by the
Soviets, the elision of the object of build does not take

place; on the contrairy, the object is elaborately described:
(59) ... they've been building the greatest
military machine the world has ever seen.
(1161/17) 

While the United States' military buildup is purely
defensive in nature, the Soviets are arming "themselves at a
pace far beyond the needs of defense" (194/17)
arms race

The Soviet

v.

(60) ... cannot be described as necessary for their
defense. It is plainly a buildup that is
offensive in nature. (874/17)
The adjectives which Reagan uses with reference to the
Soviet military buildup are loaded with negative emotional
connotations:

(61) a.

... the Soviet Union has undergone a
massive military buildup, far outstripping
hny heed for defense. (371/17)

b.

;.. the disturbing buildup of Soviet
military forces. (547/17)

c.

... this relentless buildup of Soviet
military power ,,. (1275/17)

d.

... an unrelenting buildup of their

military forces. (82/18)
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Comparisons of the military strength of the United
States and the Soviet Union are in a sense irrelevant; both

were-'-and are still—capable of destroying the whole of

humankind m^^

times over.

When Reagan talks about the

United States' military buildup, he keeps to the abstract

level Of "inpdernizing" (see examples 48 a-e above on page
43), attempting to create an image of simply remedying a
neglect (ex. 49 c), whereas when it comes to the Soviet

military buildup, he descends from high abstractions to the

more tangible level of numbers.

By selecting the right

"facts," he is able to make the Soviet threat appear
enormous;

(62) a.

Consider the facts.

Over the past decade,

the United States reduced the size of its

Armed Forces and decreased its military
spending. The Soviets steadily increased
the number of men under arms.

They now

number more than double those of the United

Stated. Ovefth
the Soviets
expanded their real military spending by
about one-third.

The Soviet Union

increased its inventory of tanks to some
50.000. compared to bur llyOOO. (1275/17)

b.

They've spent S 300 bi11ion more than we
have for military forces resulting in a
significant numerical advantage in
strategic nuclear delivery systems.
tactical aircraft, submarine, artillery,
and anti-aircraft defense. (371/17)

^^The use of numbers is a persuasive tactic frequently
used by political speakers. According to Noam Chomsky,
"calculations of dollar equivalents give a highly misleading
picture of relative military strength," among other reasons
because the Soviet Union had more soldiers but less advanced

technology than the United States (193).
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In both of these exairipies we can note the level of

concreteness:

Reagan speaks in tangible humbers, and even

the forbidden word nuclear is mentioned, a collocation which

Reagan avoids in connection with the U.Sv military.

It is

surprising that the U.S.S.R. anti-aircraft system is

designated by the appellation defense, but even a Soviet
anti-aircraft system could hardly be offenslve, since these

systems are defensive by definitipn.
Reagan expresses his irritation over the Soviets' ocean

fleets which, according to him, they should not have:

(63) Historically a land power, they transformed
their navy from a coastal defense force to an
open ocean fleet, while the United States, a
sea power with trans-oceariic alliances, cut its
fleet in half. (1275/17)

Reagan is here expressing a "go-away-from-my-sandpit"
attitude.

It is legitimate for the United States to have an

ocean fleet because they have "trans-oceanic alliances" at
the border of the Soviet Union, but the Soviet Union should

not have a fleet, although they also have trans-oceanic
allies such as Cuba.

Reagan's logic is difficult to follow.

As we know, Reagan's two terms in office meant cuts in

welfare programs, cuts in education, cuts everywhere but in
the military.

However, Reagan accuses the Soviets in the

following way: / ,

(64) The Soviets have not built a society; they've
built an arsenal. (1005/17)

Today they are literally starving their people
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of consuiaer products in order to maintain this
great military buildup. (182/18)

We are familiar with the ''my-tpys^are^better-thah-your--toys"
attitude ftom the behavior of children.

Reagan was already

in his late Seventies when he uttered the following boasting
■threatr.

(65) So we^ve got the chip this time, that if we

show them the will and determination to go

forward with military buildiijp in bur own

defense and the defense of our allies/ they
then have to weigh, do they want to meet us
realistically on a program of disarmament or
do they want to face a legitimate arms race in
which we are racing. (1160-1161/17)
The message is clear:

if you do not play according to our

rules, we will be forced to begin the real arms race.

OFFENSIVE. DEFERS

. OR JUST PLAIN WEAPONS?

A stone is a stone, whether it is used as a paperweight
or thrown at somebody to knock him senseless.

You can

smooth a sleeping child's hair with your hand, and you can
also use your hand to hit somebody, but your hand still

remains your hand, the name does not change.

However, when

Reagan speaks about weapons, he has two completely different

sets of vocabulary from which he chooses his words,

depending on whether he is talking about American weapons or
Soviet ones.

-v

As with stones and hands, weapons can be put to
different uses, and we never know what will be done with
them before they are actually used.
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Reagan, however, wanted

to divide the weapons of the world into benevolent and

malevolent ones even before they were used.

To one living

in Europe, in the middle of the targeted missiles from both

sides, it did not reialiy matter whether they were good ones
or bad pneS; they were just plain weapons ^ destructive and
scary.

■

,

Reagan's goal was a "strong America" and weapons were

naturally part of that strength, but according to Reagan, it

was not likely that the weapons were actually going to be
used.

In the early 1980's the neutron bomb was a current

issue.

The United States was going to deploy the neutron

warhead in Western Europe, and Reagan wanted to reduce the

significance of this deployment to an act of simply
"storing" it there, since it had to be kept soroeWhere, after
all.

Besides, an American neutron warhead "is purely, as I

say, a defensive weapon" (871/17):
(66) Our intention is to simply stockpile it|.

warehouse it, you might say .>. in the event
that, heaven forbid, there ever is a necessity,
a war that brings them about. (871/17)
All we've done is simply say that we're going
to continue warehousing this ^ but we're going
to put that in the casing and warehouse it as

a unit instead of two separate parts. /871/17)
The difference between an assembled and an unassembled

neutron weapon is the same as that between a loaded and an

unloaded gun.

Reagan, however, manages to make it sound

innocent enough with his careful phrasing and choices of
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vocabulary.

Even a

to warehouse^ is brought into

use to euphemize the deployinent of the neutron weapon to
Europe.

Reagan also galls the neutron veappn"a more

moderate bnt more effective version" of other tactical

nuclear weapons (873/17).

Certainly a neutron bpmb is

"moderate" and "effective": it kills only pebple, leaving
the enemy/s buildings and other constructions unharmed for
possible later use by, for example, the ones who dropped the
bomb..."

Since the word weapons is likely to generate unpleasant

and frightening associations in the minds of listeners,
Reagan, when talking about American weapons, uses highly

abstract, eiiphemizing circumlocutions^ The downplaying of
one's "own bad" is at work.

In the same way as the War

Department long ago became the Defense Departmenty, and

Reagan speaks of "service academies" (564/17) rather than
military academies. American weapons are not weapons but

systems (1154/17V. new elements (1074/17), strategic

programs (1075/17), protective hardware f 564/17V. our
technoloay (1156/17V, deterrent for protection (700/18)

equipment (1156/17V or vital security needs (1075/17).
While the Soviets have concrete missiles (310/18). the

Americans have correspohdina systems (310/18).

Nuclear

weapons are nuclear Capabilities (503/18)> and the defense
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jDudget is not for weapons but for high-level abstractiohs
such as maintenance and readiness 1201/is Y.

When Reagan does descend from the level of high

abstrectlonsj arid comee doWh to more cohcrete cOncejptS/ the
words are still careftilly chosen according to the

associations-;they- create; '
(67) a.

The American people expect thelf^^ planes to
fly, their ships to sail, and their

helicopters to stay aloft. (309/18)

b.

These two Ships lie anchored in peace
and friendship ^ yet each is vigilant and
ready to defend the other if threatened ...

/■ (1166/17 )J;
c.

... we intend that you shall find better
working conditionsf tools adequate to the
tasks you're expected to perform ...
■ ■ (563/17)

d.

■

And the tools of your trade were given a

very low priority. (563/17)
At least to me, example (67 a) brings to mind the

beautiful song "I am flying ... I am sailing"; the sentence
creates an atmosphere of tranquility in the hearers' or
readers' minds, and they forget that the flying planes and

the sailing ships carry with them destructive weapons.
In (67 b) also Reagan has chosen the neutral word ship

to refer to American and French battleships.

Generalization

has here a euphemizing effect, as also in examples (67 c-d)

where Reagan, Speaking to soldiers, uses the everyday word
tools, which are useful and cgnstructive, instead of

weapons—useful/ but destructive. It is true that weapons
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are soldiers' tools, but the avoiduhse Of the direct

inentioning of the- word weapons is evident.
The •'tOQls" of Soviet soldiers are called by different
names:

they are "machines of war" and "instruments of

destruction" (2/18).

The words

referring to Ameticah
nuclear

Reagan avoids v?hen

such as military, weapon and

are used, as well as other concrete words with

warlike associations, for example warheads. missiles (68 c)
and tanks (68 d):

(68) a.

b

The Soviet Oriibn ..• is spillirig over with
military hardware. The Soviets have ...
built an arsenal. (1005/17)
And the SS-20/s were not even considered

a strategic weapon. because they didn't
cross an ocean. (1160/17)

c.

... the Soviet Union deployed more than 750
nuclear warheads on the new SS--20 missiles

,-^alone.:-(1'275/17)

d.

... the great superiority that the Soviet
Union has on the western front against the
NATO nations. a tank advantage of better

than four to one ... (871/17)

e.

... they outnumber us in every conventional
weapon. thousands of tanks, more than the
NATO defense can have. (1160/17)

In (68 e) Reagan makes

of the Soviet Union

having moire conventional weapons.

However, in this nuclear

age, conventional weapons do not pose a threat comparable to
that posed by nuclear weapons, no matter how many
conventional tanks there are.
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The noble purpose fbr Reagan's arming of Europe was to
defend his trans-oceanig allies:

(69) ... we have our allies there who don't have an
ocean bstweenthemv so it doesri't take

intercontinental bailistic missiles/ it just
takes ballistic missiles of the SS-20 type.
Well, the SS-20's will have, with what they're
adding, 750 warheads-'-one of them capable of
a city. (1160/17)
The terms which Reagan uses are concrete, and the name of
the armament game is "you have so much and I don't have

any":

"... there is no equivalent deterrent to these Soviet

intermediate missiles" (1275/17).

deterrent. "they" have missiles.

"We" should have a

Reagan did not want to

acknowledge the SS-20's as the Soviet defense of their own
borders.

Besides, what was Reagan himself doing on the

other side of the world?

Would he have forgiven the

Soviets' arming their trans-oceanic allies on the same scale
that he was arming western Europe?

There was no obvious

justification for it, and so Reagan had to make the Soviet
threat to the other parts of Europe seem greater in order to
legitimize his actions.
(70) ... 200 SS-20's, strategic nuclear weapons of

medium range, that are aimed at the cities of
all of Europe today ... (873/17)
The weapons are called by their own names, and at least

unconsciously the point is made that these are nuclear

weapons.

If the phrase "the cities of all of Europe"
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literally means all European cities, the claim is highly
exaggerated.

This claim is repeated elsewhere:

(71) ... they can sit right there and that's got
all of Europe, including England and all
targeted. (1160/17)

Reagan goes to considerable detail in making a list of
the places targeted by Soviet SS-20's:

(72) Well, as this map demonstrates, the SS-20's,
even if deployed behind the Urals, will have a
range that puts almost all of Western Europe—
the great cities—Rome, Athens, Paris, London,
Brussels, Amsterdam, Berlin, and so many more—
all of Scandinavia, all of the Middle East, all
of northern Africa, all within range of these
missiles which, incidentally, are mobile and
can be moved on shorter notice. (1276/17)

No list of the names of the cities targeted by American
missiles is given.

It is also interesting that the Soviet

Union is aiming at cities. while the United States is

depicted as aiming only at tanks:
(73) At the moment, the only stalemate to them is
the tactical nuclear weapon that would be
aimed at those tanks, if they ever started to
roll forward. (1160/17)
In the following statement Reagan claims that the

Soviets are capable of destroying more than the United
States:

(74) ... ours do not have the range to really reach
the depths of Russia. Russia's too far
expanded, and the rest of Europe is too
concentrated, so they can destroy where we
can't. (1160/17)
Notice the elision of the word missiles after ours.

This

statement also reveals an attitude that "we" would destroy
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more if we only could.

Of course this intention is not

overtly stated, and a casual listener would probably not pay
conscious attention to this implicit sense.
In (75) below, Reagan is asked a direct question about

MX missiles.

In the answer he elides the word missiles ^

partly for stylistic reasons, of course, but probably partly
to avoid the repetition of a "dangerous" word as well:
(75) Question:

Reagan:

What about the MX missiles?

MX ... I don't know where we're going
to put it. (910/17)

"Forbidden" words are sometimes used by Reagan even
when he is referring to the United States' weapons, but the
context is always restricted somehow.

In my material I

found three context where words such as weapons appear.

First, when speaking to American soldiers, Reagan does not
euphemize as much as when speaking to the general American
public.

A different rhetoric is chosen for different

audiences.

The words weapons (76 a), nuclear (76 b),

missiles and bombers (76 b, c) can be found in Reagan's
speeches to American soldiers.

In example (76 a) Reagan is

speaking to soldiers, and examples (76 b, c) are his remarks

on the commencement of the U.S. Strategic Weapons Program.
Euphemizing weapons in these contexts would have been
ridiculous:

(76) a.

The argument, if there is any, will be over
which weapons, not whether we should
forsake weaponry fpr treaties and
agreement. (564/17)
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b.

We will also deploy nuclear cruise missiles
in some existing submarines. (1075/r^

VV, i have directed the Security of Defense
to revitalize our bomber forces by
Gonstructing and deploying some 100 B-1
bombers ... while cohtihuina to deolov

cruise miseiles on existing boinbers.
^(.1075/17)/.

Second, when Reagan speaks about arms hegotiations
where he wants to depict himself as the initiator, the
direct word weapons is used.

In this context it is

glorifying to be the one to end "this nightmare that hangs
over the world today of the strategic weapons" (873/17):

(77) ... we're going to go forward with them and
try to persuade them into a program of ...
actual reduction of these strategic weapons.

.'y, (1154/17)
Third, Reagan uses the word weapons metaphorically in
non-military contexts:
(78) ... putting people first has always been
America*s secret weapon. i722/17)

Exculpation is evident when Reagan is called upon to

explain certain foreign relations issues to a questioning
audience.

Arms sales is one such issue, and the phrase arms

sales is systematically avoided; instead, Reagan speaks of

"improving relations" (639/17), "military co-operation ...

in our search for peace and stability in the Middle East"
(859/17), providing "security assistance" (1299/17), selling
"defensive equipment" (641/17), "making certain technology

and defensive weapons available to them" (639/17), or "our
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dediGatibri to the welfare of Israel" (194/18)^

Euphemistic

circumlocutions replace the direct arms sales.

Sellind

weapons is euphemized to "stand[ihg] by bur friehdsi" (79):
(79) ...we are going to stand by our friends and
allies there, both Israel and those nations
like Egypt and the Sudan and so forth ..."
(1155/17)

The subject of arms sales to the Middle East has always
been controversial, due to the often conflicting interests

of the Middle Eastern countries.

A lot of explaining was

required in the sales of AWACS planes to Saudi Arabia,
because of U.S. ties to Israel:

(80) a.

... the sale will greatly improve the

chances of bur working constructively with
Saudi Arabia and other states of the Middle
East toward our common goal—a iust and

lasting peace. It poses no threat to
Israel, now or in the future. Indeed, by
contributing to the security and stability
of the region, it serves Israelis longrange interest^ (1064/17)

b.

... if we go forward with this AWACS deal,
that we will have further strengthened our

credibility with them and our peacemaking
ability in the Middle East. (1153/17)

c.

... this sale will significantly improve
the capability of Saudi Arabia and the
United States to defend the oil fields on

which the security of the free world
depends. (1064/17)

Reagan is expioitihg the principle of end-focus here;

positive things are mentioned last and are thereby
emphasized.

Also, arms sales are associated with such noble

goals as peace (80 a, b), strengthehing "pur credibility"
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(b), and "contributing to [the] security and stabilitY" of
the Middle East (a).

In (80 c) a more concrete motivation

is revealed, but it is Veiled in the glorified terms of

defending not only oil, but first and foremost "the security
of the free world."

The most ooncrete motivation for arms

sales-^-to make money—^^is never even iraplled.

When the U«S.

Cohgress later approved the AWACS sales, a reporter in a
question-and-answer session quotes Saudi Arabians as saying
that it was "a victory against Zionism, a defeat for

Zionism," bUt Reagan readily paraphrases this as "a victory
for peace" (1202/17).
The sale of weapons to Jordan calls for some

explanation because of the conflicting interests of Israel,
a United States' ally, and Jordan, to whom the weapons were
being sold: v
(81) The greatest thing that we can do for Israel
is to bring peace to the Middle East....If we
can persuade [Jordan] to acknowledge the right
of Israel to exist as a nation ... that will be

the greatest thing we can do.

And in order to

do that we have to show them that We're willing
to be a friend other than iust talking about

it. (660/18)

According to this logic, a friend is one who sells you
We^ons.

The follbwing sequence of question and answer

justifies this definition of "friend," raising it to the
level of "a moral obligation";
(82) Question:
•
Reagan:

... what are your plans for arms

sales ■to' Taiwan?'' ■ .
We are not going to abandon our lona
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M
allies in Taiwan....
it is a moral jcubliaation that we^11

(9.66/181;■
Questipn-^and-answer sessions with the press often
reveal a tendency to dyspheinize on the part of the

reporters, and a strong tondehcy to euphemize on the part of
Reagan,

in (83 a) the reporter asks about lethal arms sales

shipments to China.

In his answer, Reagan changes lethal

arms to defensive equipment.

In (83 b) Reagan is asked

about "lethal weapbhs Sales"; in his answer he talks about

"improving relations" and "making Certain technology and

defensive weapons available":
(83) a.

Question:

... lethal arms sales shipments
to China ... ■

Reagan:

b.

... act, that provides for
deferisive equipment being sold ...
(64.1/17); ' .

Question:
Reagan:

. lethal weapons sales to the
People's Republic of China.
... all we have done is .., to

improve relations with them, move
them to the same status of many
other countries and not

necessarily military allies of
ours, in making certain technology
and defensive weapons available to
them.
AndI think this is a
normal part of the process of
improving our relations there.

639/17).;

Reagan emphasizes that the initiative for arms sales
was taken not by him but by the allies (84 a) and that in El

Salvador, for example, the United States iS simply acting as
a heipful heighbor (b):
(84) av

.V. our allies have asked us for cruise

(84) a.

... our allies have asked us for cruise

missiles and Per^hinqs as a deterrent dtc be
sta.tiqned in those boubtrie^ in Westerri
Europe, to be deployed there. And we have
agreed to do that^ (442/18^
b.

pur economic assietance^^^ ^.^ . is more than

fiye times the amoihit of our security
assistance.

"The thrust of our aid is to

help our heighbors reaiiize freedom, justide
and economic process. (222/18)

The: division of the world's weapons into good ohes and
bad ones, and the iegitimization of the United States' arms

sales by reducing them to innocent acts of friendship/ serve
qne and the Same purpose:

to continue.

to allow the production of arms

This, in turn, supports the economic growth of

the United Sthtes, an important issue on Reagan's agenda.

PEACEMAKERS?

In the Same way that Reagan glorified ^^erida, American

military buildup> and American weapons, American soldiers

receive their Share of glorification as well:
(85) a.

The brave men and women who fought for our
country ... (618/17)

■

American fiahtina men who had obeyed their
... country's call ... (185/17)

c.

d.

... in a hostile world, a nation's future
is only as certain as the devotion of its
defenders ... (1239/17)

... while there may be some people who
think that the uniform is associated with

violence, you are the peacemakers. (888/17)
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In examples (85 a, b) the words brave and fiahtlna have a

glorifying effect.

Note that soldiers are not called

soldiers but men and women (a) or men (b), defenders (c), or
peacemakers (d).

Peacemakers is especially glorifying

because of its Biblical overtone:

"Blessed are the

peacemakers."

The word soldiers systematically gives way to
euphemizing and glorifying circumlocutions:

"those in

uniform" (566/17), "those who are called upon to do the hard
and sometimes thankless job" (564/17), "those who guarantee
our safety" (566/17), or even "these gentlemen" (175/18).

Sometimes Reagan refers to the U.S. array directly as
"our military forces" (566/17), and at other times attaches
sentiment to it:
us" (959/17).

"the Long Grey line that has never failed

The profession of a soldier is "the honorable

profession that you have chosen" (563/17) and in the

following example, U.S. military officers are glorified by

being associated with Reagan's highest values:
(86) ... officers in the Armed Forces of the United
States, guardians of freedom, protectors of
our heritage ... the keepers of peace.
(562/17)

Reagan explicitly praises his forces:
(87) We may not be the biggest navy in the world;
we're the best. (911/17, 924/17)
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Here he is implicitly referring to the Soviet Union,
implying that their navy may be bigger/ but that the U.^^S
navy is capable of defeating it.

The following example refers to American soldiers as an

abstraction (Armed Forces V. whereas the Soviet army is

referred to in a cpndrete way, as corisistihg of actual iiien
with weapons;

(88) Gonsider the facts.

Over the past decade, the

united states reduced the size of its Armed

Forces and decreased its military speriding.
The Soviets steadily increased the number of
men under arms. (1257/17)

Gohsider the following example:
(89) Foreign forces and armed factions have too
long obstructed the legitimate role of

government of Lebanon^s security iorces.
(1183/18),

.

The soldiers of the opposite side are foreign soidiers or
armed factions, whereas the soldiers who are on our side are

security forces.

The words foreign and armed carry some

negative connotations of foreign belonging not to "us" but
to "them," and armed having to do with weapons and violence,

while security is a safe, positive word.

Foreign soldiers

may also be referred to with openly dysphemistic phrases,

for example as guerillas:
(90) ... the cfuerillas. with their terrorist
tactics in El Salvador, have failed miserably

in an attempt to bring the populatioh over on
their side. (1243/17)
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DID HE EVER change?

The early 1980's were frightening times because of the

acceieratioh of the ar™s race on both the Soviet and the

United States sides. "Phis Sittiatibri waS naturally refleGted
in Reagan's speeches in his early years as President.

Toward the end of the decade, the world politidal cliraate
seeirted to change, due ih part to the new leadership in the

Soviet Union.

One might suppose that this change in

external reality was reflected in Reagah'S later speeches.

Specifically/ one might ekpect his rhetoric to become less

aggressively dichgtomdusr end more compromising and
diplomatic towards the Soviet Union.

I moved/ then, from the speeches of tlie early I980's,
to a consideration of Reagan's speeches in 1987,

In 1987

Reagan is still repeatingf most of his glorifying phrases in
reference to America.

It is "a great baStipn Of freedom"

(51/23), "our blessed land" (83/23), "this great land of

ours" (37£(/23), and "this land of freedom" (378/23).

The

Soviet Union and its allies are still referred to

negatively, for example, as "the enemies of freedom"

(528/23), "aggressive powers" (384/23), "our adversaries"
(3/23), and "hostile powers" (579/23).

The dichotomy

between good and evil is still clearly present;
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(91) There is a power in the flame of liberty.

It

can melt the chains of despotism and change
the world.... Today we must stand strong,
because we are the keepers of that flame.
(454/23)

In short, the United States is still glorified and the
Soviet Union and its allies still vilified.

it is d

However, while

to find examples of denigration, that is,

the downplaying of anything positive on the Soviet side—or
indeed any mention of anything positive there—in Reagan's

speeches in the years 1981 and 1982, hedged positive
statements about the Soviet Uhioh emerge in the 1987

speeches.

This is iliustrated in examples (92) below:

(92) a. In recent months we have heard hopefultdl^
of change in Moscow, bf an openness.

Some

political prisoners have been released ...
We welcome these pbsiM

signs and hope

that they're only the first steps toward a
true liberalization of Soviet society.
bi

We think that it's encouraging—their whole
attitude to arms—which has never before
been true with anv of the other previous

Soviet leaders. (363/23)

c.

And this time they are actually suggesting,

as we have beenv let's db away with some of
those weapons. (405/23)

d.

... we've been encouraged by signs of
Soviet willingness to remove the roadblocks
that have been holding back progress.

(403/23)

e.

In the months that followed Reykjavik,

progress was slower than I hoped, but in
recent weeJcs the Soviets have shown new
seriousness. (382/23)
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f.

... I believe there's reason for optimism
about the chances for better relations with

the Soviets, but we also face some tough,
contentions issues that require realism and
strength of will on our part. (393/23)

g.

The United States remains pledged to
sustaining this movement toward greater
persphal 1ibierty and national selfdetermination and to resisting attempts to
reverse it. (383/23)

h.

There is talk of changes in Soviet laws.
There is talk of a less centralized

approach to the Soviet economy, giving more
scope to individual initiative. We'll see

if these talks amount to anything. (382/23)
i.

This agenda ... [is] not based on false
hopes or wishful thinking about the
Soviets; it's based on a candid assessment

of Soviet actions and long-term
understanding of their intentions. (382/23)

Example (92 a) allows for the inference that since only

"some" prisoners have been released, the majority of them
are still in prisopsi

Example (b) tells us that the Soviet

Union has not necessarily become better:
be just an ®^"^®Ption

Mr. Gorbachev may

In (c) the United States is depicted

as the one who has long been suggesting reducing arms.

The

word remove in (d) presupposes that the Soviets placed (or
at least maintained) the roadblocks there.

"Signs ... of

willingness" invites the inference that they were previously
unwilling to remove the roadblocks.

The words new

seriousness in (e) presuppose that previously the Soviets

had not been serious about arms reductions; moreover, Reagan
had hoped for faster progress, the Soviets had not.

In (f)

the adveirsative conjunction but implies contrast with
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"jreasort for optiitiisinM; in faqt Reagan goes on to say that
progress is not as easy as it might seeitt, and a lot is still

required on the side of the United States.

"Resisting

attempts to reverse" the movement toward a better Soviet

Society (g) presupposes that there are indeed attempts being
made to reverse the positive deyelopments, and consetjuently

implies that there are forces inside the Soviet Union which
are still bad.

In (h) Reagan lists several positive things

about the Soviet Union, but nullifies the list by stating
that it might be just "talk"> and in (i) he again implies
that the Soviet Union is still bad and that their intentions

are not to be trusted.

The Soviet Union may be changing,

but it is still the adversary of the United States:
(93) If I had to characterize U.S.-Soviet relations

in one word it would be this: proceeding. No
great cause for excitement; no great cause for
alarm. And perhaps this is the way relations
with one's adversaries should be characterized.

^ (383-384/23) ■ ,
In short, although Reagan does find positive things to say
about the Soviet Union in his 1987 speeches, the references
aire often Somewhat denigrating.

At the same time, new areas for Reagan's dichotomies

emerge.

In the Western Hemisphere the battle between good

and evil rages as hectically as ever:

(94) a.

And this is the choice before Congress and
our people, a basic choice, really, between
democracy and communism in Nicaragua,
between freedom and Soviet-backed tyranny.
For myself, I'm determined to meet this
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Soviet challenge and to ensure that the
future of this hemisphere is chosen by its
people and riot imposed by Communist
aggressors. f472/23'>

b^

The choice is communism versus freedom ...

(321^^

c.

... the choice remains the same:

democracy

or communism, elections or dictatorship)
freedom or tyranny.
d.

(473/23)

Well, that's the choice we face:

between

the light of liberty or the darkness of
repression. (475/23) '

While the Soviet Union is no longer directly depicted as
being thoroughly bad, it remains the ultimate source of

evil:

the tyranny in Nicaragua is "Soviet-backed" (94 a).

Note that in (94 b) Reagan unfairly compares a political
system "communism" with an abstraction "freedom."

dichotomy is clear elsewhere as well.

The

With reference to

Angola, Reagan says:
(95) ... there was a communist faction and there
was a group that wanted democracy. (279723V

The United States has "allies" (404/23), which implies
support and friendship, while the Soviet Union has "clients"

(403/23), which indicates an impersonal, mercenary
relationship between the Soviet Union and its "clients."
Reagan speaks in direct terms about "Soviet spying"

(380/23), "the huge, menacing apparatus of Soviet espionage
and propaganda" (579/23), and "Soviet espionage outrages"
which have "gone beyond reason" (403/23), while U.S.

espionage is referred to as 'alleged U.S. intelligence
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activities'' (387/23), t "Mission'' which is "nothing lest
than the defense of liberty" (580/23), "our intelligence

doinmunity" (579/23), and "t^e best intelligence service in
the world" which is •'staffed by hohorable men ahd Women who
work within the framework of our laws and our shared values"
(579/23).

Reagan stili hses ''us'' and ''them" when coinparing the
United ^ates and the Soviet Union:

(96) ... they have preponderant advantage in the
short-range weapons/ much greater than wg would
have to offer as a deterrent on the side.
(385/23)

The Soviets are causing "death or the severe injury of

the children" in Afghanistan (585/23)/ they are making"thg
small country of Nicaragua an aggrtsspr nation with the
largest military machine in Central America" (472/23),

backing Gambodia, "anbther tragic example of aggression and
occupation" (383/23), and pursuing a "policy of global
expansionism" (383/23).

At the same time as "the freedom

fighters" in Nicaragua—a euphemism coined by Reagan for the
Contras--aire fighting "against that totalitarian Communist

Government" (592:/23)> Americans are extending "liberty to a

world desperatel/ in need" (354/23)^

As for the shooting

down of airplanes in the Persian Gulf, the Americans are

just "protecting the United Statesf interest" on "a vital

mission" (555/23). Reagan actually encourages the American
forces to shoot down approaching planes:
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(97) Defend ydurseives, defend Aitierican lives.
(,555/23

Reagan also repeats the old phrases of earlier years,

that we are being "confronted with a massive Soviet

buildup," and that even today, "the annual Soviet output of
nuclear missiles, tanks, and other grpund equipment is still
twice that Of the United States and NATQ combined" (507/23).
tie still talks about his "steadily determined effort" to

redress "such a sevSre and dangerous imbalance" (507/23).

However/ in his 1987 speeches, Reagan is able to consider
the Soviets as people, comparable to the people of the

United States (98).

A softer, more human side to the Soviet

Union begins to emerge:
(98) [I've often talked about what would happen]

if ordinary Americans and people from the
Soviet Union could get together—get together
as human beings, as men and women who breathe
the same air, share the same concerns about

making life better for themselves and their
children. (266/23)

In short, it is clear that some development towards a

less dichotomous view of the U.S.-Soviet relationship took

place toward the end of Reagan's second term as President,
but the battle between good and evil continued elsewhere:

in Nicaragua, Afghanistan, and wherever Reagan sensed a
possibility Of communist take-over.

Dichotomous rhetoric

still flourished; a change in reality did condition a change

in Reagan's rhetoric/but the dichotomies survived.
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SUMMARY

In this paper I have attempted to illustrate how

language can be used to divide the world,

Dichotompus

rhetoric arranges reality into us versus thero. into good

versus bad; ex-President iReagan used dichotomous language to
divide the world into the virtuous United States and the
evil Soviet Union.

Reagan mainly used three rhetorical devices to
effectuate this division:

vilification.

glorification, exculpation and

Reagan glorified America and the American

people, and vilified the Soviets.
buildup the dichotomies are clear:

In the area of military
the American military

buildup was euphemized, affiliated with positive
associations, and thUs exculpated, whereas the Soyiet

military buildup was vilified by means of explicit
dysphemistic expressions.

The arms of the world wete

divided into good weapons and bad weapons, and according to
the same pattern, soldiers were either good or evil.

The linguistic manifestations of this battle between
good and evil often took the form of abstract or vague
expressions versus concrete and specific ones.

When there

was a need to glorify or exculpate, the referent was
referred to by vague circumlocutions, whereas Reagan's

vilification typically involved using concrete appellations
for the referents.

Certain words, such as weapons, military

and nuclear, were systematically avoided in reference to the
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United States in Reagan's speeches to the American public,
while these words s^ere

Soviet Union.

when Reagan referred to the

Ppsitive and negative associations were

constantly Greated, even when referring to essentially the
Same thing, such as American versus Soviet nuclear weapons.
The glorification of America and the exculpation of its
military buildup and weapons on the one hand, and the

vilification of the Soviet Union and its similar activities
and arms on the other hand, are characteristic of the

entirety of Reagan's presidency.

Toward the end of his

second term, denigration of the Soviet Union began to

characterize his speeches as well.

The phanging external

reality probably conditioned this change-

Vilificatioh,

however, was still evident, and although the Soviet Union
receiyed less dysphemizing vilification, new areas of
dichotoraies arose wherever Reagan felt the need to vilify
the "communist menace."

The battle between good and evil

was waged in ReagSn'S rhetoric until the end of his
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

The world political dimate in the 1980's was strongly

influenced by the powerful rhetoric of President Reagan.

He

gave speeches on a frequent basis and shared considerably
more with the news media than, for ejtample, the Soviet
leaders.

Reagan was in large part responsible for

aggravating the Cold War atmosphere, and later, for
glorifying himself as the initiator on the world's path to

peace.'

.

During his eight years of presidency he first divided
the world in two with his language, creating a deep gap
between East and West.

He then slowly began the process of

at least pretending to bring the edges of this gap closer
together, being careful, however, not to bring them too
close.

Towards the end of his presidency, the Soviet Union

could no longer be represented as the ultimate incarnation
of evil.

However, the dichotomous world-view reflected in

Reagan's rhetoric remained basically intact:

new

dichotomies were created wherever Reagan sensed a
possibility of communist takeover, and we were always
reminded that tbe evil was still Soviet-backed.

While it is

obvious that Reagan noticed the emerging good in the changes
inside the Soviet Union, he chose to present it in a way

that would denigrate it, in order to maintain the dichotomy
between the "good'V United States and the "bad" soviet Union.
By presenting the positive changes in the Soviet Union as
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merely cosmetic, Reagan emphasized the view that deep inside

the Soviet Union still remained, and probably would always
remain, evil.^
This paper has attempted to describe the dichotOmous

worldview reflected in Reagan's speeches, and in particular,
it has attempted to demonstrate how this worldview was

structured in his references to the military.

However, it

has not answered the question of what lay behind Reagan's
dichotomies.
make.

There are basically two hypotheses we can

The first hypothesis is that Reagan's rhetoric

reflected his personal worldview, that he really believed in
the battle between good and evil as repfesented by the two

superpowers.

The second possibility is that Reagan had a

specific reason or reasons for depicting the world as black
and-white, independent of his personal worldview.

The first hypothesis renders Reagan fairly simple
minded, but, on the other hand, absolves him of charges of
being manipulative.

In fact, it is possible that he himself

was being manipulated, i.e. by cunning advisors whose
specific goals Reagan's simple message would have served.

quantitative study of Reagan's rhetoric would reveal
the changes that took place in his references to the Soviet

Union more clearly: a comparison of the number and
frequency of his vilified remarks of the Soviet Union during
his earlier and later years as President would show this
change in a more tangible form, and this remains an
interesting subject for further research.
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According to the second hypothesis Reagan (or his

advisors) would have consciously manipulated his audience by
means of his dichotomous message, hot personally believing
in the simplified reality as depicted by his language, but
rather using it as a means to an end.

Naturally, one can

only speculate about the relationship between Reagan's
worldview as presented in his rhetoric and his personal
beliefs, but I am inclined to believe that he actually did
not see the world as dichotomously as one is led to think on

the basis of his speeches.

I think rather that Reagan's

dichotomous view of the world served his other ends,

especially, his concrete goal of reviving the United States'
economy by providing employment for the military industry of
the country.

The maintenance of the dichotomy "communism"

versus "freedom" was necessary for the legitimization of

United States military buildup.

The military buildup in

turn might have been necessary for other, e.g. financial,
reasons-

The explicitly stated noble goal of Reagan's

dichotomous rhetoric was to safeguard the western economic
system and protect the "freedom" of the ordinary American.
However, a less noble, but more concrete, goal was

simultaneously achieved:

arms sales bring money to the

United States; the production and maintenance of war
machinery provides work for many, and perhaps more
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importantly, monoy to a select, but influential, few.^
Dichotomies helped to achieve these ends.

Reagan's powerful

and relentless rhetoric persuaded many to subscribe to his

dichotpmous view without questioning what lay behind his
rhetoric, or how it was Used.

The question I raised in the first pages of this paper
was:

what happens to dichotomous rhetoric When there is a

challenge to that rhetoric caused by external developments,

a change in the rehlity which this rhetoric is depicting.
It is obvious that external changes in reality can and do
produce changes in the rhetorical styles of politicians, as
happened in Reagan's case when his references to the Soviet

Union became less vilified and he began employing
denigration.

One might ask why this change took place; the

most plausible answer would probably be that a speaker who

has authority and influence cannot close his eyes to the
changes in the world around him, for if he had closed his

eyes and continued with the same type of dichotomous

^Chomsky (1982) writes; "... the Reagan Administration
is seeking to raise the level of international tension and

to create a mood of crisis at home and abroad, seizing
whatever opportunities present themselves.... the reasons

are no^ difficult to discern. They are implicit in the
domestic policies that constitute the core of the Reagan
Administration program: transfer of resources from the podr
to the rich by slashing social welfare programs and by
regressive tax policies, and a vast increase in the state

sector of the economy in the familiar mode:

by subsidizing

and proyiding a guaranteed market for high-technology
production, namely, military prodUctiori." (17)
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rhetoric that he had ehrlier employed^ the result would

evidently have been a loss of credibility.

In order to be

successful, a speaker has to adapt his rhetorical style to
the changing reality.

If we consider the nature of the changes, however, we

notice that they were essentially superficial:

the Soviet

Union came in for fewer vilified remarks and more

denigrating ones, but the basic dichotoniy between gopd and
evil survived; it simply found expression elsewhere.

This

is understandable since the need to maintain the dichotomy

did not disappear with the emergence of external changes.
Although this paper has concerned itself solely with

dichotomies as expressed in Reagan's language, I do not wish

to imply that dichotomous rhetoric is a phenomenon unique to
him or to any other American politician; it is found in the

Soviet Union as well^, and indeed we all express ourselves
dichotomously at times.

This is a matter which should not

be taken lightly. The danger of dichotomous language is
that it oversimplifies; in the case of politicians, it also
pulls us apart.

It is vital that the people of the world,

Reagan's "ordinary Americans" as well as ordinary Soviets,
become more aware of the dichotomies that are being fed to

^A fascinating area for further research would be to
compare the speeches of a Soviet politician, for example

Leonid Breznev, with those of Reagan, My hypothesis is that
the same dichotomies that 1 have found in Reagan's language
would be mirrored in the speeches of Soviet politicians.
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them by their leaders, and fed. to us all by politicianss, and
even by people around us.

I feel that we would be less

susceptible to dichotompUs rhetorid if we consciously tried
to think more for ourselves, rather than passively accepting
what we are exposed to e-g. via the media.

We live among

weapons which have the capacity to destroy the whole of
humarikind.

Language is also powerful, however.

Attending

to and re-evaluating Some existing dichotomies may

eventually help us to, if not eliminate, at least lessen the
threat of the possibility of mutual destruction.
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